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In 1962, Paul Gonfrier moved with his wife to Lestiac-Sur-Garonne, in Gironde, after leaving his native Algeria,
bringing with him only his boundless energy, passion, and his love for working on the terroir. He bought the
Château de Marsan, in ruins at the time, but surrounded by promising terroirs. He began the adventure by
harnessing three hectares of grapes. He developed the property's arboricultural activity, with the help of the
entire family. In 1986, Eric and Phillipe joined him and structured the company. They progressively built an asset
of more than 760 hectares, with successive purchases of 21 Châteaux, starting from the gates of Bordeaux at
Cénac, to the city of Cadillac, 35 km at the southeast. The range of terroirs expresses their harmony during the
blending, the slopes, plateau, and plains. The production and the aging take place in our seven selected wine
properties of the Vignobles Gonfrier every year after the harvest, with the company’s center of operations
headquartered at Château de Marsan.

Grapes from an additional five hundred hectares are rigorously selected and purchased from neighboring
winegrowing partners and vinified in Les Chais de Rions (LCDR), another historic site of the Vignobles Gonfrier,
founded in 1997. The vineyards are subjected to strict monitoring of these terroirs throughout the year by the
technical team of the Vignobles Gonfrier, in accordance with the specifications of the appellation.

Today, while the Vignobles Gonfrier, its subsidiary Les Chais de Rions vinifies over 1,300 hectares thanks to their
state-of-the-art equipment and facilities, the estate still goes out of its way to favor top-quality wines. Especially
sensitive to and respectful of the concept of terroir, the Gonfrier brothers consider that wine-making
techniques serve first and foremost to ensure the wine's quality and the client's satisfaction.

At Vignobles Gonfrier, the primary concern is satisfying our consumers and clients: to offer wines, combining
roundness, balance, structure, and sharpness.

To respond to a growing level of quality demand and guarantee food safety measures focusing on all the
activities are in place: HACCP procedure certified by the AFNOR, IFS, and ISO 14001 certification.

Vignobles Gonfrier is also engaged in the Corporate Social Responsibility (RSE) process and is member of the
association “Bordeaux Cultivons Demain” for the SME Bordeaux wines certified ISO 14001.

Furthermore, the entire estate and wine growers partners from LCDR today boasts HVE3 certification. The
selective 82 hectares of vines are also organically cultivated, demonstrating the environmental commitment
started by Eric and Philippe. The third generation is progressing in its role in the company and brings new
dynamics and goals to the company in the quest for pursuing excellence.

Our wines are aged in selected barrels and bottled at site in Lestiac-sur-Garonne
• 7 wine cellars for vinification
• 6 million bottles produced each year
• 6000 barrels
• 2 bottling lines – capacity of 6,000 & 3 000 bottles/hour
• 6000 m2 temperature-controlled space for storage and the ageing of wines

Eric Gonfrier                                                             Château de Marsan                                  Philippe Gonfrier
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The Vignobles Gonfrier are composed of two third of sloping lands, overlooking the Garonne on the river’s right
bank. These vines benefit from exceptional clayey-gravelly and clayey-limestone soils, a warm climate and
southwestern exposure. This particular situation allows the Merlot, Cabernet Franc and Cabernet Sauvignon
grape varieties to attain perfect maturity, producing dense, powerful and well-balanced red wines that are
wonderfully delicate and age remarkably well. This is also the favoured terroir for sweet white wines made
principally from the Sémillon and Muscadelle grape varieties, as well as dry whites of great aromatic complexity,
dominated by Sauvignon Blanc. A third of the vineyards’ area is located on the edge of the Garonne, on alluvial
clayey-silty soils that are well-drained thanks to a gravelly subsoil. These vines benefit from an ideal
environment for producing round fleshy and elegantly fruity reds, wonderfully delicate rosés and fresh aromatic
whites.

The Vignobles Gonfrier also possess excellent terroirs on the left bank in Graves AOC.



•

• WINE PARIS 2022

Always attentive to the impetus of markets, the Vignobles Gonfrier has the answer to a constantly changing
demand while respecting its values set from the very beginning. Our wines are enjoyed in France and exported
to 50 countries covering all continents.

At the beginning of the 2000s, we put together a quality department and adherence to pursue sustainable
agriculture in 2004. The ultra-high performance bottling activity, exactly answering to the increased hygiene
requirements of the global market was installed in 1997, and the equipment constantly upgraded to meet the
quality Standards.

Gonfrier family in 2008 started their subsidiary “Gonfrier Frères Services” to cater to other local producers to
achieve their production needs, assisting Châteaux and traders with their bottling requirements and storage
needs. A second bottling line was installed allowing us to cater to growing demand to produce different bottles
formats (including the 25 cl Bordeaux bottle).

Specialized tools with collaborative
inputs from experts are implemented
to identify a different parcel of land,
that expresses the best potential for
the growth of the grape. We adapt
the vineyard management according
to various criteria with awareness of
the wide range of terroirs in Cadillac
Côtes de Bordeaux appellation.
Mapping tools with very high
resolutions, soil pits, permit us to
understand the qualities of each
parcel.

To show our savoir-faire and our
produce from our 21 Chateaux and
10 Brands, the Gonfrier family
welcomes groups (clients in the
majority) within the confines of the
Château Langoiran where they can
experience walking inside a wine
cellar which is centuries old along
with a classic boutique shop. The
objective is to continue to offer a
unique experience, through the
discovery of the hillsides, the wine
tasting, and visit the various
infrastructures of the property.
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